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SPE-KSA was established in 1985 as an independent 
nonprofit regional section. Since then, it has grown 
to become the largest section in the world among 
147 countries with more than 11,000 members.

About Us
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“With a long standing legacy of excellence, the 
efforts and dedications of SPE-KSA members, past 
and present, have collectively culminated in the 
remarkable milestone of becoming the largest section 
globally. To our SPE-KSA members, volunteers and 
partners, I would like to thank you and congratulate 
you on this achievement. As we enter this term, 
we are excited to uphold this legacy and continue 
to grow SPE-KSA’s renown and recognition across 
the kingdom and beyond, developing minds and 
inspiring the next generation of leaders.”

Dr. Ahmed Bubshait
Section Chairman
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Seba Al Maglouth
Technical & Professional Programs Chairperson

Seba.Maglouth@Aramco.com

Abdullah Al Thuwaini
Public Relations Chairperson

Abdullah.Thuwaini@Aramco.com

Fatimah Al Balawi
Young Professionals Chairperson

Fatimah.balawi@Aramco.com

Hiba Al Nassar
Media, Planning & Coordination Chairperson

hiba.alnassar@Aramco.com

Talal Sager
Treasurer

Talal.Sager@Aramco.com

Meshal Al Shalan
Student Outreach Chairperson
Meshal.Alshalan@Aramco.com

Maher Rahayyem
Conference Management Chairperson

Maher.Rahayyem@Aramco.com

Mohammed Al Somali
Information Technology Chairperson
Mohammed.Alsomali@Aramco.com

Mohammed Al Muslem
Event Management Chairperson

Mohammed.Muslem@Aramco.com

Akram Al Barghouti
Membership Chairperson

Akram.Barghourti@Aramco.com

Yara Al Zahid
Diversity & Inclusion Chairperson

Yara.Zahid@Aramco.com

Reem Al Sadoun
Sandrose Magazine Editor in Chief

Reem.Alsadoun@Aramco.com
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To uphold the society’s enduring values by 
delivering flagship SPE-KSA programs, in addition 
to introducing a host of new initiatives fueling 
the success of our section.

To contribute  to SPE International’s vision and 
enable the global energy industry by sharing the 
technical knowledge required to meet the world’s 
energy needs in a safe and environmentally 
responsible manner.

Our Vision

Our Goals
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Business Model

iTalk Academy NAFIS Community

GEN MEDIA SandRose
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iTalk is a platform to transfer knowledge through hosting 
technical and professional events from engineering & business 
to global matters.

iTalk invites influential industry figures and technical experts to share new ideas 
and the latest research development to spark conversations in their communities.

iTalk

Live SpeakersNMO Program Webinars Podcasts
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SPE-KSA Academy is a diverse program designed 
to address the most pressing issues in the industry 
through leading educational platforms.

Academy

YOU 2.0 ELEV8

Focusing on educating and developing the technical and professional skills of the 
next generation of energy professionals, the Academy aims to instruct, empower, 
and enable young professionals to advance their academic, career, social and 
moral development.
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National Academy for Innovative Solutions is an advanced 
program that hosts multiple competitions for talented young 
professionals and students across the region.

NAFIS

NAFIS allows participants to address strategic and technical challenges by 
Leveraging Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (Many of 
these challenges are rooted in real world issues, encouraging participants to 
use creativity and critical thinking to develop innovative solutions.

PANEL 7
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Community Tawasul is a unique platform with a substantial 
and diverse scope that focuses on creating meaningful 
opportunities for SPE-KSA members to devote their time and 
expertise as well as raising awareness on various social and 
environmental causes. Community Programs such as the Blood 
Donation Campaign, Glow in the Night, Run Preserve the Energy and 
Discover NEOM are just a glimpse of what the Tawasul offers.

Community

Tawasul
It serves as a top driver for all companies in the energy sector to showcase 
their social responsibility towards the community.
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Global Energy Network

GEN is a networking Hub that aims to expand 
the section’s global presence by connecting 
with the international energy community by 
covering new and trending topics through our 
social media platforms to contribute to the 
international energy community’s social and 
economic development.
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Media

SPE-KSA will leverage its media resources to 
uplift SPE-KSA public print to increase its visibility 
to a wider audience.

To raise brand awareness, increase credibility 
and boost outreach, SPE-KSA will develop a new 
identity that will appeal to a diverse audience, 
all age groups and career levels Media.
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SandRose Magazine is the official publication 
of SPE KSA and is distributed to a wide range of 
professionals and students in the energy industry.

SandRose Magazine is available both in physical 
format and digitally on SPE KSA website. SandRose 
Magazine covers SPE KSA events and programs, 
in addition to publishing technical and general 
interest articles that appeals to members.

SandRose
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Our Sponsors





@SPE_KSA @SPE_KSA SPE-KSA SPE KSA spe-ksa.org


